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Mind maps can be more effective than other brainstorming and linear note-taking
methods for a number of reasons:
 It's a graphical tool that can incorporate words, images, numbers, and colour, so it can
be more memorable and enjoyable to create and review. The combination of words and
pictures is six times better for remembering information than words alone.
 Mind maps link and group concepts together through natural associations. This helps
generate more ideas or find deeper meaning in your subject, and also prompt you to fill
in more or find what you're missing.
 A mind map can at once give you an overview of a large subject while also holding
large amounts of information.
 It's also a very intuitive way to organise your thoughts, since mind maps mimic the way
our brains think—bouncing ideas off of each other, rather than thinking linearly.
 You can generate ideas very quickly with this technique and are encouraged to explore
different creative pathways.

A mind map is basically a diagram that connects information around a central
subject.
I like to think of it like a tree, although it has more of a radial structure.
At the centre is your main idea, say, the Cubist Art Movement, and the branches are
subtopics or related ideas, such as styles within the movement, famous artists, and
social and cultural influences. Greater levels of detail branch out from there and
branches can be linked together.
Mind mapping can also help you to break down large projects or topics into
manageable chunks, so that you can study effectively without getting overwhelmed
and without forgetting something important.

Mind Maps are useful for:
 Brainstorming.
 Summarising information.
 Taking notes.
 Consolidating information from different sources.

 Thinking through complex problems or questions.
 Presenting information clearly.
 Studying and memorising information- Mind Maps are also good for refreshing

information in your mind. When you commit the shape and structure of a Mind Map to
memory, you can often get the cues you need to remember the information it contains
just by glancing quickly at the Map. Studies have shown that this makes them highly
valuable when you're studying for and exam.

 To draw a Mind Map, follow these five steps:
 Step 1. Write the title of the subject or project that you're exploring in the centre of a page and

draw a circle around it.

 Step 2. Draw lines out from this circle as you think of subheadings of the topic or important facts

or tasks that relate to your subject. Label these lines with your subheadings.

 Step 3. Dive deeper into the subject to uncover the next level of information (related sub-topics,

tasks or facts, for example). Then, link these to the relevant subheadings.

 Step 4. Repeat the process for the next level of facts, tasks and ideas. Draw lines out from the

appropriate headings and label them.

 Step 5. As you discover new information or think of additional tasks, add them to your Mind Map

in the appropriate places.

A complete Mind Map may have main topic lines radiating in all directions from the centre, with
sub-topics forking off these like branches and twigs from the trunk of a tree. You don't need to worry
about the structure you produce – this will evolve of its own accord.
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 You can create a mind map on paper, in a drawing app on your tablet, or one of

many popular mind mapping software tools, such as XMind.

 Pen and paper may be better because you can get your thoughts out more quickly

and the act of drawing the branches out can aid recall.

 Using the computer can make your mind maps searchable and include attachments

for further reference.

Once you understand how to take notes in the Mind Map format, you can develop your own
conventions for taking them further. The following suggestions can help you to get the most from
your Mind Maps:
 Use Single Words or Uncomplicated Phrases – Keep things simple. In Mind Maps, single strong

words and short, meaningful phrases can convey the same meaning more potently. Excess words
just clutter a Mind Map.

 Print Words – They will be easier to read than joined-up or indistinct writing.
 Use Colour to Separate Different Ideas – Colour can help to show the organisation of the

subject. It can also make your Mind Map a more appealing document, and help you to visualise
the different sections of your Mind Map for future recall.

 Use Symbols and Images – Pictures can help you to remember information more effectively than

words, so use symbols, pictures or doddles that mean something to you, use it to help recall. Use
IMAGES throughout because each image is worth a thousand words. So if you have only 10 images
in your Mind Map, it’s already the equal of 10,000 words of notes.

 Using Cross-Links – Information in one part of a Mind Map may relate to another part, so draw

lines to show these cross-links. This will help you to see how one part of the subject affects
another.

 There's no one standard way you have to create a mind map, however. If you want to

use more than key word or add more text to a branch, that's a personal choice. Go
with what works effectively for you.

 For further information and inspiration, check out these mind map galleries and

other resources, which illustrate the many ways you can use mind maps in your life:

 Mappio - mind map gallery

 Mind Map Art - gallery of beautiful hand-drawn mind maps
 MindMappingStrategies - a blog about mind mapping
 Mind-Mapping.org - one of the most extensive resources about mind mapping

software

 Learning Fundamentals - tricks of the trade for mind mapping, particularly on

paper

 Art & Design- Analysis of expressive artwork and pieces of design.
 Music- Analysis of a piece of music in preparation for listening exams.

 English- Analysis of a key scene in preparation for a critical essay on the chosen Drama.
 Biology- Investigating the key aspects of sustainability and interdependence.
 History- Revision of the Germany topic- and the 6 sub topics that it involves.
 Business Management- The investigation of workforce planning and working with people.

 Computing Science- To investigate development methodologies for software design and

development.

 Design & Manufacture- Investigating a variety of manufacturing processes.
 Religious Education- Highlighting the Beliefs of different religions.

 PE- Analysis of varying factors impacting on performance.
 French- Developing points to discuss for the formal talking assessment.

Here is a handy
visual mind map
that will has all
of the
information just
given but in a
more accessible
way!
Hopefully this
shows how
effective mind
maps can be for
revision.

